28 thank-you’s
I’m proud of the work I’m trying to do, but
it’s definitely not all me; I am so lucky to
benefit from the support of so many. For
my 28th birthday, I shared 28 thank-you’s.
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Mom & Dad
Without my parents, I wouldn’t
be here. As my friends and
I get older, the hours and
hours of sacrifice required to
raise children start to reveal
themselves. We can never
make enough time to connect
with those we love, especially
if we’re living in different cities.
But for every ounce of my own
happiness and fulfillment, I
owe it to my parents.

Rebecca
She’s my partner. She makes
my life better. She helps me
be better. I get to learn from
her and try to be as good as
her at things. She endures
the messy remnants of my
art mess (read: painting-filled
living room). She deserves so
much credit for her creative
brainstorming and candid
feedback about my art
projects. I appreciate all of the
countless moments where,
everyday, she chooses me.

Esmée
& Larry
These are Rebecca’s parents
and they’re practically my
in-laws by now. They’re an
incredible example of team
work, mutual admiration,
and deep-seeded respect
for one another. Available.
Knowledgeable. Supportive.
They find energy and patience
around every corner. Esmée
and Larry are quietly –
and admirably – giving of
themselves and their time.

Drawing
Board
The Drawing Board Collective
is a mini-community of
creative folks that support
each other and hold each
other accountable. I check in
with these good friends every
week and they help immensely
with queries, both large and
small. From “Which colour?”
to “Focusses or foci?” to “What
should I do with my lifeee?”
We’re like a Breakfast Club of
Montreal misfits, except we’re
all in detention for the same
thing: being creative. Shoutout
to Alex Tran , the retired
scientist, for taking this photo
(that I recropped and added
him into) and for fielding my
copies of Canadian Art while I
was away.

Claudia
& Simon
Claudia and Simon are good
friends. And good humans.
Both creative, intelligent
and thoughtful. During my
Montreal-Toronto back-andforths this past summer,
they let me crash on their
delightfully comfortable couch.
Claudia made me delicious
soup when I was sick. And
they stored my CelebrateHer
paintings while we were in
Copenhagen. All that, just
because I asked nicely and
because they’re nice people.
I appreciate their friendship
very much.

André
Lund Rømer
André reached out to me after
I posted in the Copenhagen
Poetry Club group, seeing if
I might collaborate with the
Human Library Organization in
Denmark. He was a delightful
smile with a welcoming energy
– a candle-lit lantern flickering
in the night, telling you
“someone’s home” on your
way through the dark Danish
forest. He has a cool nose
piercing and a rad style that I
appreciate. André, thank you.
(Shoutout to Anne-Mette and
the other folks at the Human
Library Organization who put
up with André at work, haha.)

Erin Lindsay
Erin’s a playwright in Montreal,
responsible for the touching
soundscape that transformed
CelebrateHer from a bunch of
paintings into an immersive
experience. She was great
to work with, confident in
her ideas, and incredibly
imaginative. (Bonus points
for her comfy futon!) She
loves words. And she loves
Joel, who deserves a super
special shoutout for once
again contributing his versatile
musical talent to make it all
happen. Erin, thank you so
much. You da bomb.

Micheline
Chevrier
Miche is the Artistic Director
of Montreal’s Imago Theatre.
We admire her vision, her
experience, and her brain. Her
collaboration in CelebrateHer
helped us simplify and brought
together a talented community
of theatre folks to distill the
essence of the project. She
engaged the talented lighting
designer Amber Hood with
help from Aurora Torok and
we got some feedback from
Cristina, Jen, Joy and Sophie.
And the whole time, I was like,
“Miche liked my paintings! Yay!”
Thank you, Miche, for all of
your support. I’ll drop by the
office soon!

Salim &
Boyana
Salim is my oldest brother
and Boyana is my newest
sister-in-law! They both
put in a lot of logistical and
emotional work to organize
an extremely authentic and
creative wedding weekend
in Bulgaria this past year. It
was unforgettable to see our
family from all over sharing a
meal, enjoying activities and
workshops planned by the
locals, and watching both of
them gush publicly about
what they mean to each other.
Special shoutout to Stasi
(Stanislav) for hosting us! The
smallest thank you goes to
Aliza for always having data.

Tone Olaf
Nielsen &
Helene Grøn
Tone is the Executive Director
of Trampolinehuset, an
independent community
centre in Copenhagen that
provides a place of support,
community and purpose for
refugees and asylum seekers
in Denmark. She is often
needed in three places at
once, working tirelessly to
improve the house and help
the community members
who depend on it. Helene
was my contact person there
for a collaborative art project
where we created wearable
sandwich-board-signs for
demonstrations and public
activities. Helene was super
helpful and available in
brainstorming the best way
to move forward, given our
time constraints before the
holidays... To you both, thank
you.

Habib
El-Hage
Habib m’a contacté la veille
de mon départ à New York en
septembre pour demander si
les portraits de CélébronsLa
étaient disponibles pour une
exposition au Collège de
Rosemont! Avec un délai très
court, il était extrêmement
accueillant. Nous avons
rapidement réglé tous les
détails et il m’a envoyé des
photos de l’installation lorsque
j’étais à Copenhague en
octobre. Actif dans la lutte
anti-raciste, il est un exemple
du pouvoir de l’éducation
d’améliorer le tissu social de
notre monde. He’s also just a
nice guy. Habib, merci !
(Merci à Bochra pour
l’introduction !)

Courtney
Bringley
Courtney welcomes me to
Paul Smiths every year to
create a collaborative painting
with the new freshman class.
She’s always so welcoming, so
available, so on-top-of-things,
and so easy to talk to. Each
visit is special in its own way;
it’s a real treat to visit campus
and reconnect with folks. It
has been amazing to visit for
six years now and think about
how much everything has
changed since my first visit.
Thanks to Joe and Ginny for
starting this whole thang back
in 2013. Shoutout to Chip
(William) and Maureen for fun
rides this year.

Aliza
& Zaheeda
Sure, on paper, they’re my
cousins, but I grew up with
older brothers and these were
my older sisters. Even if we’re
far apart sometimes (WHY SO
FARRR?), I’m still appreciative
of the love I can feel over
all those kilometres. I think
we’ll agree that you get your
warmth and your humility
from your parents, Navin and
Alnoor, who we hope have
the best years of health and
happiness ahead of them.
Ameen. Looking forward to
more fun times soon. Thank
you! (Shirin, you can be my
sister, my cousin or my aunt –
you get to pick! Haha!)

Rebecca,
again
Rebecca rises when I need
her and confides in me when
she needs help. Our strengths
are, indeed, complementary.
She deserves a million thank
yous. She leaves me half of her
breakfast in the morning. She
makes an effort to be a cheesy
romantic – or at least let me
be a cheeseball – just because
she knows I’ll appreciate it.
She has worked so hard to
get through law school and
she continues to persevere
through her bar studies. I’m
happiest when she’s smiling.

La famille
Pattinier
Pendant mes vacances en
France, j’ai passé du temps
avec ma famille française à
Bonvillers et à Royan. Merci
à Sophie, Jerome, Pierre
et Catherine de m’avoir
accueilli chez eux, et merci
à tout le monde d’avoir pris
le temps de nous voir. Merci
pour l’occasion de pratiquer
mon français aussi ! J’aime
bien qu’en français, le mot
« ami » rime avec « famille.
» Remarquez-vous des
modifications Photoshop dans
la photo ? ; )

Anna
& Melissa
So get this – during Rebecca’s
exchange semester in
Copenhagen, we lived in this
amazing apartment with one
of Rebecca’s classmates, Anna,
who also has an artist/graphic
designer partner, Melissa.
We had a ton of late-night
movie sessions, joint walks
to get pizza, some bike rides
among both deer and people,
and even an unforgettable
day conquering the rides
at Tivoli... Anna, thank you
for your delicious brunches,
your understanding of sports
references and your super
planning skillz. Mel, thank
you for your consistent moral
support, your troop rallying
catch-phrases and your sassy
humour. See you both again
soon!

McGill
Law Folks
A bunch of McGill Law folks
on exchange met up in Italy
for a wonderful weekend that
felt like adult summer camp.
Special thanks to those who
organized the bulk of logistics
for the trip (Anna and Amanda,
among others). I’m deeply
content that Rebecca and I
have some amazing friends
to get her and us through the
rougher times of law school,
bar studying and articling. And
it’s not just those who joined
us in Tuscany! Y’all are great.

Les Artistes
Pour La Paix
J’aimerais remercier Les
Artistes Pour La Paix pour
leurs gestes et le soutien –
en particulier, André Michel
, Gaetane Voyer et Judi
Richards. Ils m’encouragent à
améliorer mes actions et mes
projects dans la démarche
de promouvoir les valeurs de
la justice sociale. Les APLP
forment une communauté
d’artistes qui donnent la
priorité aux citoyens de
construire un monde meilleur.
Merci aussi à Céline pour ses
efforts en me présentant à
l’événement en avril avec ses
mots touchants. On continue !

Holger
& Morten
These guys gave me
green light access to the
Copenhagen Poetry Club
where I asked for sentencelong submissions on
the theme, “Celebrating
difference.” I used these
English and Danish phrases
to produce a collaborative
drawing and a series of spraypainted prints. Both of these
guys were very welcoming
and helpful with this little art
experiment abroad. Holger
and Morten, tak for det!

Jubilee Arts
It’s been many months since
our unforgettable experience
in Portugal. There are so
many people to thank at
every level of the Jubilee
Arts celebration, whether on
the provincial, national or
international level, whether
in the performing arts, visual
arts, or film festival. So many
hours behind the scenes from
countless volunteers. Thank
you to Ashina, Karima, Amyna,
Ali Shaan, Fani and Rona in
Quebec, to Hanif and Shahista,
and to Naeem and Amber
among others. Thank you to
Zainub, to Abida. To Farhez. To
Fahmeeda. To Anar. And to so
many others, once again, and
forever more, thank you.

Mirâs
Dance Team
Together, we enjoyed an
amazing experience on
so many fronts in Lisbon
representing Quebec and
Canada along with the
“Beyond Borders” team. We
created memories that will
last a lifetime. You are each so
talented, so full of energy, and
so deserving of the successes
that come your way. Thanks to
Rameez for being a fantastic
roommate and short-lived
Bhangra partner. I shall see
you soon!

Team Syria
Soo-ree-yah. Soo-ree-yah.
Thank you for welcoming me.
Thank you for dancing with
me. Thank you for teaching
me that Syria is the largest
importer of Yerba Mate in the
world. Manal-alhamwi, thank
you for teaching me some
important Arabic phrases.
Sally, thank you for your small
gift that I still have with me.
Karam , thank you for your
voice. To all of Team Syria,
thank you for your warmth.
Shukran.

Kanien’kehá:ka
I’m a settler on indigenous
land. What we call Montreal
is the island of Tiohtiá:ke on
Turtle Island. It’s important
for me to recognize the
Kanien’kehá:ka Nation as
the custodians of the lands
and waters on which I make
a living. I believe these
acknowledgements are
meaningful insofar as they
are combined with deeper
reflection and ongoing action,
for example, by financially
supporting indigenous-led
artists and initiatives or
educating ourselves through
the many materials available
(all links in comments). Check
out CBC’s “Beyond 94” that
monitors the progress and
follow-through of the 94 callsto-action from the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission. [...]
Do one of these things today.

Xavier
et le CAP
Back in May, Xavier asked
me to donate a small selfportrait to a fundraiser for
“the CAP” (Le CAP (Centre
d’Apprentissage Parallèle),
a non-profit that uses art
therapy to help build skills
and confidence for people
living with emotional and
psychological difficulties. I had
an amazing time meeting folks
and looking at some great
art by a somewhat careerdiverse roster of “Quebec
personalities.” Merci aussi à
Emilie Coquil, Fabioloshky,
Dominic Besner, Nicole
Bordeleau, ZÏLON, Pierre
Marc DesJardins et beaucoup
d’autres pour cette soirée
amusante et agréable au
MBAM. And thanks to Alex for
coming with me!

Power of
the Arts
I made some good friends
at this conference back in
February of last year at the
Musée des beaux arts de
Montreal. I connected with
Balu, Rihkee, Shannon, Alicia
Payne, Katie, seeley, and Ojo.
I saw Melissa, Nadia, Janis
Timm-Bottos, and Salima. It
felt empowering to learn from
so many different folks about
their experiences, thoughts
and strategies. I hope that
every one of you are doing well
and fighting the good fight. To
each of you, thank you for the
work you are doing.

Christian
& Eugénie
Earlier in 2018, the McCord
Museum in Montreal acquired
some of my artwork into their
collection thanks to Gillian
– both a banner we created
for the Women’s March and
a set of leftover prints from
two projects I had postered
in public (26 adjectives and
Postering Peace). They don’t
really collect contemporary art,
but their mandate relates to
the social history of Montreal.
Christian and Eugénie, thank
you for your continued
enthusiasm for my work, and
for this small but meaningful
gesture; it means a lot. Merci !

Adrienne
& Tommy
I met Adrienne when I started
working at L’Oréal back in
2011. Tommy’s her kind, thickbearded husband. I did some
illustrations for their wedding
and I’ve been doing projects
for them ever since. They’re
a designer’s dream because
(a) they’re super competent,
(b) they’re superhuman/super
human, and (c) they’ve long
become friends that I happen
to email sometimes because
of work. (I’d put Mathieu and
Simon in this group along with
Juniper and Dayane.) Friends,
thanks for supporting my
livelihood and helping me live
the dream.

Thank you
Is that cheating? I don’t think
so. All the little bits of support
matter to an artist. The
quick comment. The inquiry
into what I’ve been working
on recently. The sharing of
another artist’s work to feel
the solidarity. The eyeballs
that give life to what I make.
The effort to make it to the
exhibition. The “likes” that I
view as digital high-fives. To my
wonderful friends, my fellow
artists, and my incredible
cheer squad, thank you.

Reflections
1
Some
prefer public
gestures and
some prefer
private
I’ve always loved publicizing
my gratitude. I often feel
that my friends don’t brag
enough about themselves,
and so, I like to brag for them.
A lot of my artwork is about
“visibilizing” unseen work, the
behind-the-scenes moments,
and the things left unsaid.
And for me, posting a thank
you is a way of saying, “You’re
great and I want everyone
to notice.” And while it’s easy
for me to assume that others
appreciate the public-ness of
it all, some folks prefer to get
a private little note. Obviously,
it depends on the person.
Sometimes, it can actually be
best to do both.

2
Some thankyou’s sounded
similar, and
that’s okay

3
Our human
communication
mechanisms
are flawed

When you write 28 messages
of gratitude, you’re bound
to get some overlap; that
doesn’t make the sentiment
less authentic. I found myself
trying to prevent repetition
to “change things up,” but
honesty is more important
than originality. If you’ve
read the five languages of
love (which apply decently
to friendship), you know that
it can be a simple hug or a
banal favour that makes all
the difference. Even if you’re
writing the same message you
wrote last week to the same
friend, the gesture counts
more than the actual words.

With all of our technological
advancements in the 21st
century, we’re still pretty bad
at communicating. (And that’s
coming from me – an artist!) I
had Rebecca look over some
of the posts before I published
them since some initially came
off wrong. “You can’t really say
that,” she’d say. “I know what
you mean, but not everyone is
in your head.” This is why you
get your grant applications
revised by a friend. As much
as we think we’re being clear,
we’re sometimes missing the
target. #thanksagainbecca

4
Conveying
authenticity
is hard
If communicating from brainto-brain is already a challenge,
writing with the right tone
can seem impossible. In
the age of the “humblebrag
” – and constantly evolving
expectations surrounding
both modesty and privacy – it
can be hard to authentically
express what you want to
say. Rebecca and I chat a
lot about balancing humility
and confidence, noting how
different personalities and
different genders talk about
themselves. Ultimately, I
think it comes down to being
yourself and trusting your
world to give you the benefit
of the doubt. “Haters gonna
hate?”

Reflections
5
Overscheduled
gratitude
eventually
became a
chore
I’m all for systematizing things
that matter. I use reminders
and weekly checklists to make
sure I tidy up, exercise, and
log my receipts. But after two
consecutive weeks of posting
a thank you, I could feel myself
forcing it. It’s not that I didn’t
mean what I was writing, but I
was motivated more by ethics
than by the heart. I wrote a
few in a row so that I could
take a few days off and enjoy
the process more. Gratitude is
a plant watered best with love
not obligation. To translate my
high-school-sounding poetry,
you can’t force it too much.

6
“Crap! I forgot
to thank the
landlord!”

7
No one’s paying
attention... in a
good way

One of the anxieties of a
public gratitude project is
that you worry about “leaving
people out.” Should I include
her? What about them? These
are bad thoughts that grow
from a good place, but they
miss the point. Yes, in life,
there are always 28 posts
and 29 people to thank,
but gratitude is not a zerosum game; there’s plenty
to go around. If you’re an
overanalyzer like me, you can
be paralyzed by “fairness.” (I’d
imagine this is what it’s like to
arrange seating at a wedding.)
The point is that your friends
are more understanding than
you think. So don’t let jealousy
or anxiety rain on your public
gratitude parade.

A lot of my commitments are
personal art projects, so when
I say I’ll do something, the only
real accountability I have is
with myself. That’s one of the
reasons I create challenges
– so that I’ll get work done.
Part way through the 28
thank-you’s, I took a day off.
And then another day. And
that turned into a week. Did
everyone I know message me
to say, “Aquil, you said ONE
THANK-YOU EVERY DAY!”?
Nope. That’s not to say people
weren’t interested or didn’t
like the project. Sometimes,
artists and creatives put
way too much pressure on
themselves. It’s okay to take
a break. No one will notice
because no one is paying
attention...in a good way.

8
What’s the
plural noun
form of “thank
you?”
Thankyous? Thank you’s?
Thank yous? Thank-you’s?
I’m still not sure. If you help
me find the right answer, I will
send you a million …uhm…
“thank you” messages.

Thanks for reading.

